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Both Learning and Assessing Skills are 
Threatened
• Pre-COVID-19 Threats

• Increasing case complexity
• Increased focus on outcomes
• Rapid expansion of technology
• Increased competition for time
• Changing emphasis on which 

skills are acquired during 
General Surgery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many threats have existed to technical skill acquisition long before COVID-19 arrived.  These threats have been present for at least the last 20-30 years and have been growing.
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• Post-COVID-19 threats
• Increasing competition for time
• Loss of exposure to cases
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Presentation Notes
The obvious impact of COVID-19 is the loss of elective cases.  However, COVID-19 also has heightened the competition for time.  Trainees pulled to care for COVID patients.  Additionally, need to perform the few cases that can go to the OR quicker diminishing the opportunity to teach and let the trainee do a case.
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Presentation Notes
All this combine to limit both the opportunity to learn technical skills as well as to assess their acquisition.
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Specifically, loss of cases 
that provided opportunities 

for Autonomy!
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Presentation Notes
Perhaps the most grievous is the diminished opportunities to perform surgery with a high degree of autonomy.  Autonomy during a procedure is accompanied by the most intense learning but concurrently is commonly employed to assess competency.  For example, a commonly employed tool for assessing competency is the Zwish Scale that is an assessment tool built on levels of autonomy granted as a measure of competency.  Because of all the pre-COVID existing threats the most frequent opportunity for autonomy has already been pushed back to the final 3-6 months of training in many traditional 2 year program.



What Can be Done Now to Address this Gap 
in Training and Assessment?

• Retrospective measures • Prospective measures
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Presentation Notes
What can be done to help address these gaps that have appeared, or more appropriately, have been expanded.  Like everything else these days it will require change in how many of us used to do things.  It will potentially require both leveraging data that already exists as well as implementing some prospective changes.  Some if not many of these are already being done.  However, the cadence at which they are done many need to be increased.
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• Retrospective measures
• Review existing data on each trainee

• Additional CCC meetings to review

• Identify trainees’ Areas at Risk

• Communicate those Areas at Risk to
• the relevant teaching faculty
• the respective trainees

• Develop a plan to address those 
Areas at Risk

• Prospective measures
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The retrospective measures include…
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• Communicate with teaching faculty 

regularly on trainees’ progress

• Assume control of case assignments

• Provide autonomy at the case 
component level

• If an Area at Risk is not being addressed
• Reconvene CCC to get consensus
• Early discussion with the trainee
• Consider extending training
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Presentation Notes
The prospective measures require…



Extending Training

• For the trainee
• Discuss with Thoracic RC Executive Director (Chris Fox)
• Temporary complement increase
• Duration determined by the PD based on trainees’ needs

• For the subsequent set of trainees
• Alter rotation structure

• More time on rotations where cases minimums were challenging
• Explore away rotations
• Limit or hold non-accredited fellowships
• Continue heightened evaluation of all trainees 

• More frequent CCC evaluations
• More frequent communication with the teaching faculty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the hope is this will not be necessary our primary responsibility as program directors is to facilitate the training of competent cardiothoracic surgeons.  If, to the best of your ability, you cannot achieve this goal it is imperative that you consider this option.  Do not allow the ABTS examination process to perform this duty for you.  While the ABTS examination process is a rigorous high stakes exam its validity evidence includes the assumption that the candidates’ program director and teaching faculty adhered to the ACGME standards of training and determined that the candidate was competent to perform cardiothoracic surgery independently.In the unfortunately situation where extension of training is needed there are two things to consider.  First is what to do with the individual trainee, second how to minimize any impact on subsequent trainees.Those considerations include…



Opportunities “A crisis is a terrible thing to waste.”
Paul Romer

Stanford Economist
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Presentation Notes
I am sure each of you have also noticed that with great any crisis there comes an opportunity for great change.  As Paul Romer said of a previous financial crisis but is also applicable now, a crisis is a terrible thing to waste…



Opportunities

• Better assessment tools of technical skills
• We rely heavily on direct observation

Simple Skills
• Continue direct observation
• Consider augmentation with…

• Simulation
• Component participation
• Structured evaluations
• Scheduled evaluation

Complex Skills
• Limited opportunities for direct observation
• Augmentation with…

• Structured evaluation
• Videotaped debrief and evaluation
• Frequent dialogue with teaching faculty

Fewer opportunities
Multiple observers

Unfortunately…

“A crisis is a terrible thing to waste.”
Paul Romer

Stanford Economist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps our biggest opportunity lies in envisioning how we can update and improve how we assess technical skills.  While there no single tool that will probably hit all the needs for assessment a multipronged approach using multiple tools is likely the most effective method.  Additionally, simple skills are a different kettle of fish to evaluate than complex skills.  Simple skills can sometimes be more readily simulated.  They are also commonly a component of more complex cases and therefore, by utilizing component case participation, much more opportunities to perform and teach these simple skills exist.  For any educational evaluation of any type of knowledge the reliability of that evaluation is improved when a structured approach is used.  Be it a checklist or a global rating scale, implementation of structured organized tools greatly improves the reliability (i.e. accuracy) of any assessment.  Many of these tools exist such as the Zwish scale and the tools developed by the Boot Camp and available on the TSDA website.  Even a simple home grown structured tool where all the faculty understand it and apply it uniformly is better than relying on someone's memory of a case they did with a fellow two months ago.Finally, if performing a structured evaluation by multiple faculty in multiple institutions proves challenging another option is to schedule an evaluation during a specific procedure.  The trainee is aware that they will have autonomy during the performance of a specific skill and a structured evaluation will be performed at that time.  Complex skills pose the obvious challenges that we discussed previously.  They tend to be far more limited by all the threats we presented earlier.  Here it is absolutely imperative that you make the most of every encounter.  Structured evaluation are a key approach to collecting data.  If possible, videotaping these cases and then providing a debriefing review as well as an assessment not only improves the assessment but also maximizes the learning opportunities afforded by the case.Finally, as these cases can be performed by multiple faculty with the same trainee the importance of communicating frequently and constructively cannot be understated.  Not only does this allow collection of broader input on the performance, it allows faculty to level set their assessments.  It levels out the pockets of doves and hawks that may otherwise exist.



Opportunities

• Better assessment tools of technical skills
• We rely heavily on direct observation

• Expanding virtual educational opportunities
• Incorporating trainees into virtual visits
• Virtual journal clubs, teaching sessions, case reviews etc…

Fewer opportunities
Multiple observers

Unfortunately…

“A crisis is a terrible thing to waste.”
Paul Romer

Stanford Economist
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Presentation Notes
As we begin to integrate virtual care into all our clinical models so too should we examine ways of integrating your trainees into these virtual visits.  We have begun to invite our trainees into our virtual visits.  As we become more comfortable with the process 9and our patients do as well) the opportunity to integrate them more deeply, even to observe them as they interact with the patients will introduce new opportunities for not only assessment but also learning.Similarly, while some may have already done this due to geography, the transition  of customarily face to face teaching opportunities can be transitions to virtual.  Teaching sessions, journal clubs, and case reviews and debriefings can easily be completed on virtual platforms.



Opportunities

• Better assessment tools of technical skills
• We rely heavily on direct observation

• Expanding virtual educational opportunities
• Incorporating trainees into virtual visits
• Virtual journal clubs, teaching sessions, case reviews etc…

• Leveraging virtual connectivity to increase evaluation 
• Virtual CCC meetings
• Virtual APR, perhaps bi-APR

Fewer opportunities
Multiple observers

Unfortunately…

“A crisis is a terrible thing to waste.”
Paul Romer

Stanford Economist
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There is no reason to stop with virtual care, this same platform can be extended to programmatic and trainee evaluative sessions.  As discussed previously, more frequent meetings to review and discuss a trainees progress will become necessary, especially in those areas most effected by COVID.  Transitioning these meetings to online platforms allows better attendance, easier access and even the opportunity to record the sessions and document minutes after the meeting.



Questions/Answers
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